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A spectroscopic investigation of temperature effects on solution
31complexation in the Eu –acetate system
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Abstract

Europium–acetate complexation was studied using luminescence spectroscopy as a function of temperature between 8 and 598C. The
5 7 31D → F luminescence transition of Eu was used to identify the presence of 1:1, 1:2, and 1:3 complexes with acetate in NaClO0 0 4

media. The results indicate an increase in complexation for all three species with increasing temperature. An estimate of the stability
21 5 7quotient b for Eu(Ac) at 258C was obtained by observing changes in the intensity of its D → F transition as the acetate1 0 0

concentration was varied. A value of log b 51.9460.13 was obtained, consistent with reported stability quotients measured by other1

techniques. Although overall complexation increases with temperature, little change was observed in the distributions of the 1:1, 1:2, and
1:3 complexes at constant ligand-to-metal ratios.  2000 Elsevier Science S.A. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction Potentiometry, ion exchange, and solvent extraction are
considered indirect methods for studying chemical equilib-

The solution chemistry of the trivalent f-elements is of ria because assumptions must be made concerning specia-
interest to a wide range of scientists, including economic tion in the system of study. These assumptions are
geologists, biologists /biochemists, and nuclear / radiochem- incorporated into mathematical fitting of the experimental
ists. For example, geologists are interested in the mobility data. Spectrophotometric methods are usually more direct
of the rare earth elements (REEs) in groundwater systems, because individual species can frequently be resolved.
which can serve as natural tracers of diagenetic processes Luminescence spectroscopy and lifetime measurements
in sedimentary formations [1–5]. Lanthanides are frequent- have been demonstrated to be useful direct probes for

31ly used as optical probes for biological studies of spectros- observing the speciation of Eu in solution [6].
copically inactive, but biologically important metal ions Carboxylic acids are important complexors of the tri-

21such as Ca [6], and serve as shift reagents in diagnostic valent f-elements due to the electrostatic behavior of
applications such as magnetic resonance imaging [7]. these metals, and the hard-donor nature of the carbox-
Finally, the separation of trivalent actinides from nuclear ylate oxygen groups. Acetate is one of the simplest
processing solutions (e.g. Ref. [8]), and predicting the risks carboxylate ligands. Critical evaluations of available data

31 31imposed by release of isotopes of Am and Cm to the on the trivalent lanthanide complexes with acetate in-
environment (e.g. Ref. [9]) both rely on a fundamental clude publications by Smith and Martell [10], and Wood
knowledge of the solution thermodynamics and species [11]. A summary of reported values is provided in Table
formed in various systems. 1.

Stability quotients that describe the solution complex- Most measurements of stability quotients have been
ation of the trivalent f-elements have been measured by a conducted under ambient conditions. The effect of tem-
variety of methods. Approaches include potentiometry, perature on solution complexation has recently received
spectrophotometry, ion exchange, and solvent extraction. attention because of problems in the processing of high

level radioactive waste and its disposal, and interest in the
geochemistry of natural hydrothermal systems. Grenthe

*Corresponding author. [12] reported enthalpy measurements for the formation of
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Table 1 2. Materials and methods
Stability constants reported for acetate complexes with the rare earth
elements

2.1. Solution preparation, data collection, and
Metal log b log b log b Comments1 2 3 processing

31Nd 1.9260.04 3.0260.05 3.5860.08 T5258C,
31 2I52.0 M, [10] Stock solutions of europium (Eu ) and acetate (Ac )

31Nd 2.76 4.54 nd T5258C, were prepared by dissolving europium oxide (Aldrich) and
I50, [21]

31 sodium acetate (Aldrich) in dilute HClO (spectroscopic4Nd 2.6260.2 4.6360.2 nd T5258C,
grade) with distilled deionized water. Temperature wasI50, [17]

31Nd 1.960.2 3.260.2 nd T5208C, controlled to 60.58C using a NESLAB RTE-111 circulat-
I52.2 M, [18] ing water bath. Solution pH was adjusted to |5.5 with

31 Eu 1.9460.13 nd nd This work NaOH and HClO . pH was measured using an Accumet4

Model 50 meter and combination pH electrode.
Luminescence spectra were obtained by exciting the

7 5 31F → D transition of Eu with the 465.8 nm line of an0 2

the 1:1 and 1:2 acetate complexes, which can be used to argon ion laser (Lexel 95). The sample luminescence was
predict the effect of temperature on equilibria over small dispersed by a 1-m single monochromator (SPEX 1704)
temperature ranges. Reported enthalpy values were small with a grating blazed at 500 nm (1200 grooves /mm) and
and positive, suggesting that complexation should increase detected with a cooled photomultiplier tube (Hamamatsu
with temperature. In the absence of experimental data over R928) and a photon counting system (Ortec 944).
large temperature ranges, Shock and Koretsky [13] esti- For stability constant determinations, emission spectra

31mated stability constants for REE–acetate complexes using of 0.1 M Eu solutions in a 1 M NaClO medium at4
2a modification of the Helgeson–Kirkham–Flowers (H-K- variable Ac concentrations (0.025–0.7 M) were mea-

F) equation. sured individually. In the variable temperature experi-
Recently, Deberdt et al. [14,15], Ding et al. [16], and ments, luminescence spectra of a solution containing 0.1 M

31 2Wood [17] have used indirect methods to report the effect Eu and 0.3 M Ac (pH 5.5, I51 M NaClO ) were4

of temperature on the 1:1 and 1:2 complexes with the recorded at fixed temperature ranging from 8 to 598C.
REEs to temperatures in excess of 2008C. In experimental All data analysis, plotting, and fitting routines were

studies over such wide temperature ranges, significant completed using IGOR Pro , version 3.14 by WaveMet-
increases in the stability constants are observed that are rics.
greater than that predicted by Shock and Koretsky. Also,
data fitting required only consideration of the 1:1 and 1:2 2.2. Luminescence spectra
complexes. Wruck et al. [18] used laser-induced photo-

5 7acoustic spectroscopy to study the effect of temperature on Temperature dependent D → F luminescence spec-0 0–2
31the stability quotients of the 1:1 and 1:2 Nd–acetate tra for Eu in the presence of acetate are shown in Fig. 1.

complexes from 20–708C, and observed increased forma-
tion of the 1:2 complex as temperature was increased.
Their estimates of enthalpy for the 1:1 and 1:2 complexes
using a van’t Hoff extrapolation of the experimental
stability constants were consistent with the enthalpy values
reported by Grenthe [12].

The objective of this study was to directly investigate
31speciation in the Eu –acetate system, and establish a

31methodology for estimating stability constants from Eu
luminescence spectra. Luminescence spectroscopy was

31used to observe changes in the speciation of the Eu –
acetate system over the temperature range of 8 to 598C.
Our results are consistent with recent studies of the
temperature dependence for the trivalent–acetate system;
in addition our spectroscopic data suggest that formation of
the 1:3 complex is small yet significant. Most importantly,
this study indicates that although overall complexation 5 7 31Fig. 1. D → F luminescence transitions of Eu in an aqueous0 0–2increases with temperature, changes in the distribution of acetate solution as a function of temperature range of 8 to 598C. All

5 7the 1:1, 1:2, and 1:3 complexes for a given ligand:metal spectra are normalized so that the D → F peak intensity corresponds to0 1

ratio are insignificant. one intensity unit.
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The spectra represent a superposition of contributions from
31all Eu species present in the solution. Each of the three

emission bands is helpful in understanding the coordina-
31 5 7tion environment of Eu . The D → F transition is a0 1

magnetic dipole transition, the energy and intensity of
which are insensitive to changes in speciation. As a result,
it is frequently used as an internal intensity standard for
other transitions. The intensity of the hypersensitive
5 7D → F transition is highly sensitive to distortions from0 2

spherical symmetry. Complexation reduces the spherical
31symmetry of the aquo Eu ion and leads to a pronounced

increase of the intensity of this transition.
5 7The D → F transition is non-degenerate and cannot0 0

be split by a crystal field. Its energy is also sensitive to the
extent of nearest neighbor bonding covalency. The energy

5 7of the D → F transition decreases with increasing0 0

covalency and exhibits a red shift with increasing coordi-
nation by a given ligand [19,20]. Consequently, every

5 7chemical species has a distinct D → F transition energy0 0
5 7and the number of peaks in the D → F spectral region0 0

can be used to determine the number of species present in
a mixture.

Fig. 2 shows high resolution luminescence spectra of the
5 7 2 31D → F transition for 1.12:1 and 3.37:1 Ac :Eu0 0

aqueous solutions. Spectra have been normalized to the
5 7D → F intensity in each case, and are deconvoluted into0 1

components of equal bandwidth to identify the contributing
5 7species. The D → F transition of the uncomplexed,0 0

31aqueous Eu ion is known to occur at 578.8 nm with an
2extremely low intensity [19]. Increasing Ac complexation

is expected to shift the transition energy to progressively
longer wavelengths. We accordingly assign the peaks at

31
5 7 31579.2 nm, 579.45 nm and 579.75 nm to complexes of Eu Fig. 2. High-resolution D → F luminescence spectra of Eu (0.1 M)0 0

2 2with one, two and three Ac , respectively, as indicated in in aqueous acetate solution at 258C with (a) [Ac ]50.112 M and (b)
2[Ac ]50.337 M. Experimental data shown as open circles (s), results ofFig. 2. The weak feature on the short wavelength side of

deconvolution shown as solid lines (—), and calculated spectra based onthe spectrum is an artifact due to an extraneous plasma line
peak deconvolution are indicated by a dotted line (? ? ? ?).

from the laser excitation source. Upon increasing the ratio
2 31of Ac /Eu from 1.12 to 3.37, the spectra clearly

indicate the formation of higher order complexes.
the dominant species, and we restrict our consideration to
the following equilibrium:

2.3. Spectroscopic estimation of stability quotients
31 2 21Eu 1 Ac ↔Eu(Ac) (1)

31We have completed spectral studies of Eu in aqueous
2 31 with stability quotient b given by:acetate solutions over a range of Ac :Eu ratios extend- 1

ing up to 7:1. Changes in the relative intensity of the
5 7 21deconvoluted D → F transition directly reflect relative [Eu(Ac) ]0 0

31 2 ]]]]b 51 31 2changes in the distribution of individual Eu : Ac [Eu ][Ac ]
complexes as the ligand:metal ratio is varied. Although

215 7 [Eu(Ac) ]quantum yields of the individual D → F transitions for0 0 ]]]]]]]]]]]]]5 (2)31 21 2 21each complex species are unknown, we can use a propor- h[Eu ] 2 [Eu(Ac) ]jh[Ac ] 2 [Eu(Ac) ]jt t

tional relationship for the transition intensity of the 1:1
2Eu:Ac species to estimate a stability quotient at low where the subscript t denotes the total concentration of a

2 31 21Ac :Eu ratios. given component. If [Eu(Ac) ]5kI, where I is the
21 5 7 21At low ligand:metal ratios, we assume that Eu(Ac) is measured D → F transition intensity for Eu(Ac) (i.e.0 0
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5 7 21 2Fig. 3. Normalized D → F intensity of Eu(Ac) as a function of [Ac ]. [Eu] 50.1 M. Dashed curves depict Eq. (4) for various values of b using an0 0 t 1

estimated value of k (see text for more detail).

the 579.2 nm feature shown in Fig. 2) and k is a order acetate complexes. Using the methodology described
proportionality constant, then: above, an estimate of 87.160.13 (k 50.1411) was ob-

tained for b , consistent with values reported by others1kI (Table 1). Perhaps this result is fortuitous since the]]]]]]]]b 5 (3)1 31 2h[Eu ] 2 kIjh[Ac ] 2 kIjt t quantum yields of the individual species are unknown.
Once this problem is resolved, however, we are confidentwhich can be solved to obtain I:
that our method for estimating stability constants will

]]]]]]]2 31 2 2 allow estimation of complexation constants for all speciesQ 2 Q 2 4[Eu ] [Ac ] bœ t t 1
]]]]]]]]]I 5 (4) present.2kb1

where: 3.2. Temperature effect on speciation
31 2Q 5 b [Eu ] 1 b [Ac ] 1 1. (5)1 t 1 t Fig. 1 shows the luminescence spectra obtained from a

5 7 31Eq. (4) was fit to changes in the D → F transition 1:3 ratio of Eu –acetate as temperature was increased0 0
21 2 5 7intensity for Eu(Ac) as a function of initial Ac con- from 8 to 598C. The relative intensities of the D → F0 2

5 7centration, as shown in Fig. 3. and D → F transitions increase with increasing tem-0 0
31peratures, suggesting greater Eu –acetate complexation.

5 7In addition, high-resolution spectra of D → F transition0 0

3. Results and discussion from 8 to 598C are shown in Fig. 4. Similar to the data
5 7analysis shown in Fig. 2, deconvolution of D → F0 0

3.1. Stability quotient determination transition indicates that a small fraction of the 1:3 complex
is present at all temperatures. Previous studies of the

31In a pH 5.5 solution of Eu , increasing the acetate temperature dependence of acetate complexation for the
concentration from 0 to 0.7 M resulted in a significant trivalent f-elements using indirect methods have not con-

5 7increase in the intensity of the D → F hypersensitive sidered the formation of the 1:3 complex. Although its0 2

transition (data not shown), as well as an overall shift in contribution to overall complexation appears relatively
5 7the D → F transition to longer wavelengths (Fig. 2). In small in the system studied herein, we anticipate that0 0

5 7addition, changes in the shape of the D → F transition further evaluation of this transition will allow estimation of0 0
2as Ac was increased suggested the formation of higher its contribution to total complexation.
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